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Abstract—The low frequency Forced Oscillation Technique
(FOT) has a high diagnostic potential for the detection of
respiratory diseases. However, it is not yet widely accepted in
clinical practice. The presence of the patient’s breathing generally
results in patient-unfriendly measurement protocols. These are
needed to extract the important low frequency information about
the patients’ respiratory system.

This work presents a novel technique to apply the low fre-
quency FOT during spontaneous breathing. This is accomplished
by adding an external visual stimulus to encourage the patient
to approximately synchronize his/her breathing in combination
with an excitation signal that is adapted to the patient’s natural
breathing frequency. The breathing and FOT contributions can
therefore be separated. This paper contains a proof of concept
of this method and proposes measurements on healthy subjects.

Index Terms—Medical measurement, system identification,
forced oscillation technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 2007, the World Health Organization (WHO) predicted
that Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) will
become the world’s fourth cause of mortality by 2030. Asthma
nowadays affects the lives of 300 million people worldwide.
As an early diagnose is a key to patient relief, the framework
for action of the WHO calls for an improved diagnosis of these
types of diseases [1].

In the current state of the art, spirometric measurements are
the leading diagnostic tool for these diseases. This is mainly
due to the availability of a massive amount of representative
measurements of both healthy and unhealthy patients to aid
the diagnostic.

A lesser known, but very promising technique is the Forced
Oscillation Technique (FOT). This non-invasive measurement
technique for the pulmonary function has the advantage that
it allows to measure the lung impedance of a broader range
of patients, even if they suffer from severe breathing issues,
while still providing insight into the mechanical status of the
patient’s respiratory system [2].

In contrast to spirometry measurements, the FOT does
not measure the lung capacity and speed of exhalation. It
rather measures the air pressure p(t) and airflow q(t) at the
airway opening. These quantities are measured as a function
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Fig. 1. A FOT device applies pressure oscillations Pao(jω) and measures
the resulting flow Qao(jω) at the airway opening to measure the respiratory
impedance Z(jω).

of time. Next, they are converted to the frequency domain
using the (Discrete) Fourier Transform. The air pressure p(t)
is interpreted as an excitation signal for the respiratory system.
The ratio of the resulting complex valued flow spectrum
and the spectrum of the excitation pressure yields the input
impedance of the total respiratory system Z(jω). It is defined
as

Z(jω) =
P (jω)

Q(jω)
, (1)

with P the pressure drop over the total respiratory system and
Q the flow measured at the airway opening. Z(jω) is evaluated
at all the frequencies where an excitation signal is applied.
For visualisation purposes, this complex valued impedance
is plotted as its real and imaginary parts as functions of the
frequency. The real and imaginary parts represent, respectively,
the resistive and reactive components of the impedance [3].
This frequency dependent impedance can be used to distin-
guish the behavior of upper airways, smaller airways and
lung tissue. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the
measurement setup.

While this technique has been applied in a wide range
of frequencies [2], low frequency FOT has been shown to
have the highest diagnostic potential [3]. This is due to
the possibility to separate airway and tissue contributions. It
empowers the early diagnosis of asthma and COPD [3], [4].



Fig. 2. Electrical equivalent of measuring Zrs by using a pressure controlled
FOT apparatus. The device is considered as a pressure source pe(t) with a
non-zero output impedance Zm. The subject is represented as its impedance
Zrs in parallel with a breathing flow qb(t). The measured air flow at the
airway opening qao(t) is the sum of the response of the respiratory system,
qe(t), and of qb(t) [6].

However, the main difficulty is the presence of the patient’s
spontaneous breathing which typically inserts an important
contribution to the measurement spectra between 0.1 and 1 Hz
but is not useful to measure Z(jω). The presence of the
breathing and additional associated harmonics strongly disturb
the measurements of pressure and flow. Therefore, state of
the art solutions to successfully perform low frequency FOT
requires either the absence or the control of the patient’s
breathing. This leads to highly impractical measurement con-
ditions, requiring a high effort from the patient [3], [5], [6].
Post processing methods to separate the breathing from the
excitation signal have been investigated as well. They do not
offer a solution when there is a substantial spectral overlap
between the excitation signal and the patient’s breathing [6],
[7].

In this paper, a novel technique is proposed that combines a
visual stimulus to synchronize the patient’s breathing with an
excitation signal adapted to the patient’s breathing frequency.
In this way, we prevent the measurement from being jeopar-
dized by the patient’s breathing. In Section II, the measurement
problem is defined and demonstrated. Section III discusses our
proposed method and its implementation. The measurements
obtained with this new measurement technique are discussed
in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work
is discussed in Section V.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In several reference works [6], [8], [9], an electric equivalent
model is used to gain a better understanding of the interaction
between the FOT measurement apparatus and the patient.
Figure 2 shows the electric equivalent we use. Here, the
FOT device is represented by a non-ideal voltage source. The
patient is described by a non-ideal current source. Their non-
idealities are expressed by their respective impedances, Zm

and Zrs. The pressure pe(t) represents the pressure generated
by the FOT measurement apparatus and pao(t) the pressure
at the airway opening. The total flow is described by qao(t)
and can be split in two parts: qe(t), the flow caused by the

Fig. 3. When patient breathing is present during the measurement of Qoa(jω)
(black pluses), the excitation signal (red circles) disappears in the noise
and/or breathing harmonics. The blue lines are an indication of the breathing
contributions.

apparatus, and qb(t), the flow resulting from the breathing of
the patient. This can be expressed as

qao(t) = qe(t) + qb(t) (2)

For the calculation of Zrs, only the contribution of qe(t)
is of interest as the uncontrolled and unknown breathing flow
will disturb the excitation signal. A multisine excitation signal
will be used for pao to measure Zrs. Using this type of signal
prevents leakage [10] (in absence of qb). In the frequency
domain, the expression for the impedance becomes

Zrs(jω) =
Pao(jω)

Qe(jω)
. (3)

As can be understood from Figure 2, the FOT apparatus
measures the total flow qao(t) and the pressure pao(t) at the
airway opening. Figure 3 displays Qao(jω) when the patient’s
breathing is present during the measurement. The figure shows
that it is difficult or even impossible to separate the excitation
signal from the breathing. More specifically, the measurement
suffers from the following problems:

• leakage: the breathing period and the measurement time
window are not related,

• frequency variation: the breathing frequency typically
varies during the measurement, which introduces a
widening of the spectral lines,

• spectral overlap: the spectral content of the breathing
flow signal overlaps with the frequencies present in the
excitation signal.

Some options are currently available to remove the breath-
ing contribution from Qao. Making the patients hold their
breath is a first solution. However, for patients with severe
breathing issues this poses problems. Using excitation signals
without spectral content in the frequency range that corre-
sponds to the breathing spectrum miss out on the diagnosti-
cally interesting breathing frequency band [3].

The main contribution of this paper is an improved mea-
surement technique that remains patient friendly, but improves
the measurement quality drastically. This technique has been
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Fig. 4. Selecting excitation signal frequency lines where the spontaneous
breathing signal is low in magnitude improves the measurement’s Signal-
to-Noise Ratio. In addition, the patient is encouraged to maintain a constant
breathing frequency by using an external visual stimulus. This reduces leakage
and frequency variation, sharpening the spectral contributions of Qb(jω).
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Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the improved test setup. The mechanical
improvements over the device described in [12] are highlighted in light gray,
the electrical parts are highlighted in red.

proposed in the PhD thesis [11] (a co-author of the present
article). The technique we propose starts with measuring the
breathing frequency before the measurement starts. The spec-
tral content of this breathing signal is analyzed. The spectral
information is then used to adapt the multisine excitation sig-
nal so that the excited frequency lines do not interfere with the
spectral content of the breathing. In addition, a visual stimulus
is displayed so that the patient’s breathing frequency remains
constant throughout the measurement. Figure 4 clarifies this
idea. The implementation details will be discussed in the next
section.

III. METHOD

In [12], a setup with two fans is described. The fans operate
in a push-pull configuration to allow a continuous flow of fresh
air to the patient. For our measurements, a similar system is

used. A schematic representation of this setup is shown in
Figure 5.

This pressure controlling device measures Zrs in a clinically
practical manner and can be used to apply a pressure excitation
signal at the airway opening while the subject continues to
breathe spontaneously. This pressure signal should have an
amplitude that is large enough to enable the detection and
small enough not to disturb the patient. Here, peak values of
±200Pa are used. The frequency band of the excitation signal
is 0.1−2Hz, such as to cover the diagnostic frequency range.

To measure impedances with a low uncertainty, the pressure
excitation signal by itself should have a sufficiently high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). More than 30 dB SNR is desired
over the full excitation band [13]. This should be attained in
the presence of the subjects’ breathing disturbances.

To deal with the breathing disturbance on the flow signal,
the following approach is suggested.

The aim is to proactively prevent that the breathing dis-
turbances influence the measurement of Qe by avoiding that
Qb and Qe occur at the same frequencies. Consequently, the
different causes of spectral overlap, that are mentioned in
Section II, have to be taken into account.

It often occurs that combinations of perturbations happen
when the patient is breathing spontaneously if the measure-
ment frequencies are chosen without prior knowledge of the
patient’s breathing contribution. As a result, an adaptation of
the measurement protocol is necessary. The simplest solution
would be to keep the original excitation signal and force the
patient to breathe at a fixed frequency. However, since it is our
goal to apply these measurements to patients with a variety of
respiratory complaints, it cannot be expected that each patient
can undergo a measurement at a breathing frequency that
differs from his/her natural breathing frequency. Therefore, we
will significantly adapt the excited frequencies, noted as fe,
to the natural breathing frequency, noted as fb, of the patient
instead.

The proposed protocol relies on two elements. On the one
hand, we have the FOT device whose excitation signal will
be adapted to the patient’s breathing. On the other hand,
the patient will need to maintain a fixed breathing frequency
during the measurement. The novel measurement protocol is
listed below and is displayed in a schematic representation in
Figure 6.

Step 1 To initialize the adaptation of the excitation signal, the
patient’s breathing frequency fb is measured and estimated.
Step 2 The initial excitation signal is modified by shifting
the base frequency fe such that it is harmonically related
to fb. This results in a significant decrease of the spectral
leakage as discussed in Section II, since an integer number
of breathing cycles will be measured. Furthermore, spectral
engineering of the excitation signal prevents the coincidence
of the excited frequencies and the breathing frequencies and
its harmonics. This results in a further enhancement of the
measurement quality.
Step 3 To keep the breathing frequency relatively constant,
an external (visual) stimulus is added to reduce the amplitude
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Fig. 6. Protocol of the adaptive measurement.

and frequency variation of the patient’s breathing. During the
measurement, the patient is supposed to synchronize his/her
breathing with the external stimulus which is oscillating at fb.
The effort demanded from the patient during the measurement
is minimized by using the patient’s own natural breathing
frequency for the external stimulus [14]. As can be seen on
Figure 8, this proposed method obtains an SNR of more than
30 dB on the input signal.

The selected frequency lines are arbitrarily chosen relative
to the adapted sampling frequency. They have been placed
in between the different breathing harmonics such that the
interference between the measurement and the breathing is as
low as possible. Exciting other (or more) frequency lines is
possible, but a trade off between measurement time, frequency
resolution, excitation signal energy and breathing interference
had to be made.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Measurements on healthy subjects are performed with and
without the use of the adaptive excitation signals. One patient
measurement is used as an example. First, the patient breathes
spontaneously, without the guidance of an external (visual)
stimulus. An excitation signal with a base frequency of 0.1 Hz
is applied. No synchronization of the breathing is used. In this
way the state of the art patient friendly measurement of Qao is
performed with a FOT device. This measurement is displayed
in Figure 3.

Secondly, the adaptive measurement protocol is applied.
Starting with the determination of the breathing frequency.
Step 1 the patient breathes spontaneously when the FOT
device measures Qb. A frequency of fb = 0.271 Hz is
estimated.
Step 2 the excitation signal is adjusted based on the prior
knowledge of fb. This yields a frequency adjustment of fe
towards 0.135 Hz as a fundamental frequency.

2
1

3
2 3 4

Fig. 7. Amplitude spectrum of Qao with use of the adaptive method (black
plus). Red circles indicates the excited frequencies and the blue squares
indicates the breathing harmonics. When comparing the excited frequency
lines, an amplitude difference is noticable. This is due to the acoustical
properties of the lungs.

Fig. 8. Amplitude spectrum of Pao,m (full line) and σ̂P̂ao,m
(dashed line)

with (right) and without (left) the use of the adaptive method. The adaptive
method shifts the excitation frequencies but does not increase σ̂P̂ao,m

such
that the SNR of 30dB at the input signal is maintained.

Step 3 the pressure excitation signal is applied to the patient’s
mouth while fb is kept as constant as possible by displaying
a visual stimulus.

The result is shown in Figure 7. The impact of the adaptive
measurement protocol can be seen by comparing Figures 3
and 7. Without the protocol, spectral leakage, frequency vari-
ation and spectral overlap are present. The creation of an
harmonic relation between fb and fe and the visual stimulus
reduce this significantly, as promised in Section III.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The low frequency Forced Oscillation Technique has been
shown to have diagnostic potential, but up until now, no pa-
tient friendly implementation existed. Adapting the excitation
frequencies to the patient’s breathing and synchronizing the
patient’s breathing to the measurement using an external visual
stimulus improves the measurement quality significantly. Since
the patient’s breathing is the starting point for the adaptive
excitation signal, the patient’s comfort increases drastically.
Measurements on multiple healthy subjects show that the
method works as expected and has diagnostic potential.

However, measurements on healthy subjects as presented in
this paper are not sufficient to guarantee usability in practical
disease detection. A clinical trial with a larger and more
diverse group of subjects is ongoing. It is intended to validate



the results obtained on a small scale with healthy patients on a
larger group of patients that are affected by COPD or asthma.
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